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Overview

Lead generation through email 

marketing is like throwing bait into 

water. You never know how big your 

catch is going to be until you pull that 

string up. This process could be made 

easier with the right approach. 

Studies have proved that email 

marketing is among the most 

preferred mode of marketing tool. 

Unlike SMSs, banners, brochures, 

Facebook or twitter, email messages 

remain in the inbox and enjoy the 

benefit of getting back to it when time 

permits. 

If reached at the prime time with a 

focused and well planned approach, 

email marketing can help in 

generating strong leads which can be 

converted to a deal. 

This white paper helps you 

understand the nuances of email 

marketing, its strength and how it can 

be optimized. 
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The ABCDs of Email Marketing

Today is the time of being social and the traces of social media can be felt, almost everywhere. 

Despite twitter, Facebook and other social mediums engaging people not just for leisure but also for 

the marketing purposes, emails still remain to be the medium with highest impact rate. Studies have 

proved that over 75% of the purchasing agents choose email as their most preferred channel for 

receiving permission based promotional mails. 

Now that you know what works, it is in your hands as how you want email marketing channel to 

work for your business.  This chapter helps you glance through the insights of email marketing 

and why is it still an effective channel for marketing.

Facts of Email Marketing

  Emails have high impact - Surprisingly, 95% of people who browse through the internet use

 emails regularly. The whopping number explains that email is the primary mode of 

 communication for almost everybody. This makes it easy for one to understand the reach

 andeffectiveness, a commercial email holds. With effective utilizations, email marketing can

 yieldyou with the maximum results at any given point in time.

 Test and try - What works for you today might not have the same impact about six months

 later, because your customer requirements change with time. Similarly, the campaign which

 worked for someone else might fail to work for you. There is no thumb rule to tell you how

 mails will work for you. So make your own rules by testing and trying various mediums.  

  Result analysis - Once you have started the testing process, you should start analyzing the

 results and build your next plan of actions based on its results. There is no point in doing

 something and remaining aloof of its returns. Measure your results and plan your next

 process.

  Follow up with your prospects. This doesn’t mean that you religiously send one mail every

 day. By doing this you might just end up annoying the person who might even ask you to

 unsubscribe him. The best thing to do is seek their permission and ask them how often they

 would like to receive your mails and follow the instructions accordingly. 

  Free advices - There are pages full of advices on the web telling you on do's and don'ts of

 email marketing. But frankly, all those advices might work adversely on you. One cannot
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 predict if a short subject line is good or the ones which run from start to the end. Whether the

 word free really have an impact on its readers or is it treated as a mask to fool the readers.

 Advices are free; hence they are up there in considerably large numbers. But blindly

 following those tips is certainly not ADVISABLE.
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Marketing Tactics used by Organizations
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Website

Trade shows, conferences (in person)

Public relations

Sales enablement

Email marketing (campaigns)

Webinars, webcasts

Content marketing (white papers, podcasts, etc.)

Seminars and other events

Search engine optimization

Channel enablement

Industry group sponsorships and support

Video marketing (YouTube, website, etc.)

Telesales - telemarketing (internal or external)

Newsletters

Analyst relations

Microblogging

Blogging

Community marketing (includes discussion forums)

Online advertising (banner ads, pop-ups, etc.)

Paid search (sponsored-paid placement)

Print advertising

Embedding social bookmarks and links

Virtual events or virtual trade shows

Mobile marketing
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Capture more Customer through Lead generation

More leads are equal to more customers, more ROI, more word of mouth and so on. Any event well 

begun is work well done. Hence, this first step of attracting a customer is through lead generation. 

But this step requires a lot of research and understanding of the subject.

 In this competitive world, companies are striving hard to increase the number of leads.  Because, it's 

the number of leads generated decides the total number of prospective customers. 

Here are few tips on the mantra of successful lead generation.

Learning to lead
 
  Clear understanding of the company’s objective
  Knowing your customers and prospective customers 
  Maintaining a hurdle free link between marketing and sales departments 
  Make use of various methods to attract more lead generation to your page like   

  Social networking sites (Like Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest etc) 
  Online marketing 
  Email marketing 
  Press release 
  Pay per click advertising 
  Tracking your star product and start services
  Research based analysis of the leads which failed. Ask why!

By keeping these points before planning the next strategy, you can enhance your lead generation 

process. This is a vital factor to increase the revenue of a company or a firm and plays a crucial role in 

gathering more leads to scale new heights of success in your business.

Fishing customers through email marketing 

In simple words, fishing is the activity of trying to catch fish. Fishes are normally caught in the wild 

and techniques for catching them include hand gathering, spearing, netting, angling and trapping.

Marketing is similar to this art of fishing. Here, we try to catch customers instead of fishes. And 

prospective customers are not found in the wild but in the list of cleansed database. Like various 
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techniques available in fishing, there are varied techniques to catch your customers, among which 

Email marketing is the most effective technique.

By now you know that getting a prospective customer is like finding a pearl in the ocean. Although, 

not as difficult as finding a pearl, it is still quite a taxing task. However, nothing is impossible and in 

this chapter you can understand the effectiveness of email marketing in lead generation.

You may ask as why only email marketing and not any other mediums like social media, online 

marketing etc.  Have a look at few of the findings and impact of email marketing below and your 

questions will be answered on its own. 

 

  83% growth in mobile email viewership 
  92% of people who are online use email regularly 
 There are 2.8 billion email accounts in the world, and the percentage of time that people spend

  looking at commercial emails is steadily increasing
 Only 31% of B2B marketers are using email marketing as their primary lead generation tactic, 
 63% of B2B companies are devoting less than 22% of their marketing budgets to email

 marketing
 93% of online seniors surveyed use email

After glancing through the findings mentioned above, you wouldn't complain if we compared lead 

generation through email marketing to finding a pearl in the ocean. With so much up there for a grab, 

B2B marketers are poorly using this strategy.  

Very strong leads could be generated using email marketing which can result in increased ROI, but 
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has to be applied with the right approach. For all those who want to explore this medium, we have 

listed few points in the next chapter which could be included in your next strategic plan.

Rules for generating leads through email marketing 

Every strategy or a technique has a set rule. And lead generation through email marketing also 

has some rules. However, these are not as strict as our traffic rule which comes in black and 

white. You can modify and make your own rules, based on what works best for your company 

and its services. These are some of the proven facts which will guide you in setting up those 

rules of lead generation through email marketing.
 

 One size fits all…or does it?
 It is certain that one size never fits all. Your needs and requirements are neither

 similar to your boss nor your sub ordinates. Not even is it similar to the one sitting next

 o you. Hence, sending a single general mail will never serve any purpose. The most it

 can do is help you in increasing the number of 'unsubscribe me' or 'spam' mails and that

 is not what you are looking for. 

 The solution is to talk to your customers in a direct tone. Customize your mails and

  segment them as they stand in your priority list. Use the segmentation strategies and

  make every reader feel like the mail was designed only to the reader and no one else. 

 Divide and rule  
 The first point leads to the second one which is segmentation of your email receivers.

 Spend some time and resources to segment your database as per designations,

 geography, size of the family, age group, gender etc. Keeping these small things in mind, 

 you will emerge as a company which is friendly and for whom customer satisfaction is of

  utmost priority. Your database segmentation should be tracked closely.                                                           
 you will emerge as a company which is friendly and for whom customer satisfaction is of

  utmost priority. Your database segmentation should be tracked closely.   

 Keep pace 
· Keep your customer database updated in all times. You should ensure not to delay the

 process. Because, it is not thoughtful to be sending a join us mail to your customer who is

 already your fan. 
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 Mobilize your website

 Everything is going mobile today and if your website or emails are not mobile friendly,

 then it's a matter of worry. The process of making your emails mobile friendly could be a

 little tricky as you will have to optimize it for multiple mobile operating systems (iOS,

 Android, Windows etc.) But mobiles are here to stay and all the trouble taken in making

 emails mobile friendly is worth the investment. 

 Check your words' worth 

 Most of the words are synonyms with spam. Before sending that mail, ensure that the

 words used do not get filtered and reach the spam. There are many filters where your

 mails can get stuck like Gateway filters, Email server filters or Desktop filters. Ensure that

 your emails are strong enough to pass through all these filters.

·  Mail blasting…literally

 Avoid sending the same mail again and again. It is advisable, that even if the matter is

 same, change the way it looks. When the same matter is repeated, it is certain that the

 next time you send a mail; it will directly end up in the thrash and not anywhere else.

 Keep changing the style of your content to enjoy maximum reach.

 Breathing space 
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Consider a few of your favorite brands. Have you seen advertisements or 

offers for these brands on your mobile phone (do not include mobile email)?

Sources: Hipcricket’s Mobile Advertising Survey, July 2012

No

Yes

                                  74

26
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 Do not repeat your mails every day. It will turn out to be just annoying  and nothing more.

 After the first mail, give your readers some breathing space, before you send them the

 next one. However, seeking their permission before hand would be even better.

·   Keep it linked

 No mail of yours should be sent without a leading link to your company website. Ideally,

 you want your readers to know who you are and what you do and what new you are

 doing for the ones who already know you. Unless there is a link in your email, it 

 will not help you generate more leads.

 Open to lead 

 It is not enough if your emails are getting the highest of the open rates, but unable to

 bring prospects. Opening a mail is the first step; however, what they do after they open

 your mail is what matters. Your emails should lead them to what you are trying to sell and

 only then you can say the cycle is complete… or close to complete. 

 Measure what matters

  All your mails have to be closely tracked to see what worked and what failed.

 Understand as why something failed. Measure every step of yours, analyze the results

 and build your next plan based on this.  

This completes the cycle. Or should we say, the first cycle as it will lead to your next cycle, which 

is planning your next strategy. As mentioned earlier, we have not quantified the rules here. It's a 

guideline for you to design your rules of lead generation through email marketing. 

Cycle of Lead Generation through Email Marketing

Planning

Execute

Trial and Test

Measure and review
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Conclusion

Email marketing is an extremely effective tool and can make wonders to the company. A 

cleansed database is required to make an email campaign successful which can increase the 

number of leads. Seeking a professional help in updating database and also drafting email 

campaigns can add to ROI. This would certainly need some investment, but when compared to 

the amount of ROI, the investment is negligible. 

About BtoB Global

We at BtoB Global, are veterans of the marketing game. We know what kind of equipment you 

need, what strategies will beat your opponent (read competition) and finally, we always ensure 

you score the most number of goals. We love what we do. So you can be sure we'll infuse all our 

offerings with the same enthusiasm and energy, making your marketing investment worth every 

single penny. Also, we don't roll out stuff en masse. We fashion our products and services to give 

you exactly what your company needs. Nothing more. Nothing less.
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